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Introducing Fairview
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ith over 28 year experience locally, we believe
when you deal with Fairview you are not

simply talking to another double glazing company.
That’s because at the very core of the company we
have the traditional values established by Mervyn and
Doreen Jones back in 1982 ‘ Strive to be the best at
what you do’.

From the day we started our business we knew the
only way to grow and succeed was to treat the
customer as the most important person we must
satisfy.You’ve probably heard this sort of claim by lots
of companies, who then proceed to let you down.

To make sure we’re never accused of this, Fairview
develops and trains its people and we structure our
systems so that excellence is built into everything
we do.

From the very first contact you have with Fairview
you’ll be dealing with people who will treat you
honestly, fairly and with courtesy.We will supply and
fit superb products that will do what you expect of
them and which are covered by comprehensive
guarantees.We are committed to developing, and
installing quality products and offering our customers
great value and outstanding service.

W

‘Investors In People’ Presentation

Designed for life...
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A statement of quality

o ensure that you make the right choices for your
home, it pays to talk to the experts. Fairview have

been installing beautiful windows locally for more than
28 years.Wheater modern or traditional, Fairviews
window system will compliment any home.The
slender frames needed to achieve a slimline look have
the same 70mm front to back dimension as
traditional timber which means it is possible to
remove your old frames and replace them easily and
efficiently.

T
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ur highly engineered and versatile window
system gives you the opportunity to choose

from hundreds of design options.

Fairview windows are technically superior, too. Our
multi chambered construction helps control noise and
heat loss. High levels of weatherproofing and intruder
protection keep you safe in the worst of the British
climate – and secure in your home. Plus there’s a
comprehensive choice of finishes from white through
to wood effect that have virtually no maintenance.

Fairview windows are also extremely tough.They
feature high- impact 70mm PVCu frames with fusion
welded joints and corners.This makes them robust
and strong so they’ll last a life time.All the fixings and
hardware are tested to breaking point to ensure the
shoot bolts, multi point locks and locking handles offer

the maximum protection. For added peace of mind
our sealed units are internally beaded so the glass
cannot be removed from the outside.

All of this means your home can look beautiful and
remain a sanctuary for you to enjoy in peace and
comfort. It’s an investment we feel you deserve.

Just imagine... it’s easy if you try
O
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Making a grand entrance...
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he ideal door on your home
can make a genuine difference.

That’s why the beautiful and eye
catching Fairview range offers you
an outstanding choice

From the simple to the ornate,
from the unfussy to the lavish
there’s a Fairview door you’ll find
irresistible.

There’s an array of colours, styles
and finishes to suit all budgets.This
includes a stunning collection of
decorative glass, custom built side
panels and individual panel designs.

Apart from outstanding looks,
safety measures are equally high on
the list of priorities for every door.
All our door comply with the ‘
Secure by design ‘ Police standard
of security.The idea is that no one’s
getting in without a key.

Even our barrel lock has an anti
drill and pick design!

Fairview doors...
stylish, safe,
secure.

what a difference a doormakes!
T
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A roomwith a view...
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French Doors
Choose Fairview’s latest double
opening French doors to bring
extra light and a sense of space
into your home. Double opening
doors offer the latest in stylish
home improvement.A breeze on
ventilation, especially when both
doors are open, French doors
offer the ultimate in elegance and
access to your garden or patio
area.They transform an opening
into a grand entrance and of
course Fairview’s multi point
locking system is standard across
the range.

Patio Doors
Create a dramatic impact with the wide,
uninterrupted glass area of a Fairview sliding patio
door.Thanks to a special assembly process, the doors
have 4 high security bolts that lock into a one piece
steel keep plate.The locking handle features an
anti-pick device for added security. In addition the
outer frame and opener are steel reinforced.The
sliding door almost floats on a run smooth mechanism
comprising easy glide stainless steel track and rollers,
making opening and closing effortless.

Bi-Folding Doors
Fairview’s new Bi-Folding doors can be used in larger
openings for conservatories or swimming pool
enclosures or for wherever you would like to create a
large opening onto a sun terrace or patio garden area.
Specify a Bi-fold door to the front of your
conservatory and on a hot summer’s day simply slide
and fold the panels open to enjoy an unobstructed
view of your garden and literally bring the ‘outside
inside’.
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Victorian
Make your dreams a reality with aVictorian conservatory and see
the difference it makes to your home.The classical design of a
Victorian conservatory will enhance any style of property, the
pitched roof gives this style of conservatory the feeling of space,
allowing the maximum light into your conservatory regardless of the
season. Characterised by a pleasing curved bay to the front, usually
with 3 facets of 5 on larger versions, the visual appeal of the
Victorian is timeless.Attractive coloured glass in the opening
windows and fashionable french doors add that finishing touch.

Edwardian
Just one look and it is not hard to see why this sophisticated,
traditional Edwardian design of conservatory continues to be as
popular as ever. Its traditional design gives maximum floor space
with the added attraction of a sophisticated roof design. It’s is hard
to imagine any house that would not be enhanced by the addition
of a stylish Edwardian conservatory.

P-Shape
The ideal style for a larger conservatory, a P-Shape can combine for
example a ‘Conway’ and ‘Edwardian’, to create a versatile design
that can be used as two different living areas.The design possibilities
are endless. Due to the proportions needed to achieve the P-
Shape, this style is better suited to larger properties, giving an
impressive result.

Gable
A gable-fronted style of conservatory adds a sense of grandeur to
any home.With a high roof slope and the same floor space as an
Edwardian, a gable offers excellent use of internal space.The front
panel of the roof remains upright rather than sloping back to the
centre as an Edwardian creating a feeling of great height within
the conservatory. Special features incorporating ‘sun bursts’ into
the front gable design will create a timeless elegance to enhance
any home.

Fairview Conservatories...
turning your dreams into reality
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Conway
Beautifully simple, wonderfully practical yet surprisingly
affordable. A Conway conservatory from Fairview offers
unbeatable value for money. In a traditional or contemporary
design, this style is ideal for properties with limited build space.
It is also ideal for locations where the smallest angles of roof
pitch are necessary, like a bungalow.

Orangery/Bespoke
Your custom built conservatory will be unique! Show us your
location or indicate a budget and we’ll use our industry
experience and design flair to create that special space you’re
searching for, in complete harmony with its surroundings.
Thinking Lantern roof,T-Shape, Large span or even a swimming
pool enclosure? Fairview can design and build it!
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Craftsmanship still has its place...

All year round your conservatory will give you the
pleasure of watching the colours of the seasons
change... just sit back and enjoy!
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and it’s here!
well planned conservatory
has the ability to change

the way you use the spaces in
your home. It can link
previously separated areas such
as a kitchen and dining room to
become the heart of your
home.Alternatively it can
provide a secluded place
removed from the noise and
activity of family life.

A Fairview conservatory is a
great way to increase the living
space and improve the value of
your property.A tailor made
Fairview conservatory is the
affordable solution to improving
your lifestyle.

Your new conservatory has
infinite possibilities, the layout
and features can be whatever
you desire. From the simple to
the exotic, the only limit is your
imagination.

Explore with our designers the
range of colour options,
beautiful ceramic tiled floors or
maybe adding a self cleaning
glass roof with its high
performance solar control
properties, keeping you cool in
summer and warm in winter.

Decorative and bevelled glass is
also available, including a wide
range of coloured glass opening
top windows. Manual or
automatic roof vents can be
included for improving air
circulation.

Your dream conservatory is
here...

A

�� Fully detailed written 
quotation

�� Computer aided design 
drawings & plans

�� Complete groundwork’s 
ie. baseworks, manholes, 
drains etc

�� Full planning permission
advice & applications 
(if necessary)

�� Building regulations advice 
& applications

�� Fully reinforced frames 
(as standard)

�� Energy saving glass 
(as standard)

�� Secure by design windows 
and doors

�� Latest glass roof 
technology options

�� Self cleaning glass (optional)
�� Numerous multi-chambered 

polycarbonate roof colours
�� Beautiful ‘Porcelanosa’ 

flooring tile range
�� Full plastering service
�� Various heating options, 

radiators, electrical, 
under floor etc

�� Complete electrical packages 
from wall sockets to lighting

�� Television aerial sockets
�� Air Conditioning packages

The complete conservatory 
service from Fairview
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The art of glass...

With security in mind...

For that personal finishing touch
Fairview have created an exclusive range of beautiful
bevelled, coloured and leaded glass designs. Bevelled
glass in top lights or door panels gives the ultimate in
stylish good looks and an incredible appearance of
depth. Coloured glass can be used in a variety of
appealing designs, both modern and traditional or

simply added to a border. All windows and doors can
feature assorted diamond or georgian leaded
patterns across the whole of the glass area or simply
the edges to create stunning visual effects. Below are
just a few examples of the many designs you can view
when you visit your local Fairview showroom.

Sadly, we live in an age where comfort, beauty and
durability are not the only considerations when

planning to improve your home. But you
can rest assured with the complete
range of windows, doors and
conservatories from Fairview. They are
all manufactured with the highest
standard of security in mind, with our
multi point locking systems and carefully
selected hardware and handles.

Without compromising the appearance
of our products, we believe that we have
come up with designs which provide the
best protection against unwanted
intruders and give maximum peace of
mind to our customers.

Lead Georgian Bar Coloured

Bespoke Bevells Showroom Display
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Energyefficientwindows
...the simple way to energy saving

it’s simple...

What do ‘Energy Ratings’ mean?
Fairview windows are B-rated as standard. 
This far, exceeds the Minimum standard required by Building Regulations.

The highest industry rating - available as an optional upgrade 
with Fairview.

Fairview’s standard rating.

Energy Saving trust recommended Standard.

Building Regulations requirement for replacement windows in Scotland. 

Building regulations requirement for replacement windows in England 
And Wales.

A ‘Higher Standard’ from Fairview
We’re proud that our ‘standard window’ is very high on the list. Which means 
when you buy our windows you will be adding value to your home, you’ll also be
saving money long into the future.         

15

Increased 
solar gain

The windows in your property not only bring light
and ventilation into the home they can also be a
major cause of heat loss, resulting in increased 
energy bills. 
Research proves that by installing energy efficient
windows in your property energy bills can be
substantially reduced, with potential savings in excess
of £150 a year.
Energy rated windows are exactly what they say - 
ENERGY EFFICIENT.

How does it work?
The logic is very simple. The window frame is 
manufactured to eliminate draughts through the
window and the frame itself is manufactured using
extrusions that reduce heat loss. When the frame is
combined with an accredited double glazed unit the
two combined work together.
• The outer pane of glass increases the heat gain

from the sun.
• The inner pane of glass reduces heat loss from

the room.
• A warm edge spacer bar reduces any cold spots. 
The result, increased solar heat gain, reduced
heat loss = lower heating bills.

Reduced
heat loss

A

B

C

D

E

saving you 
money

Reg. No.: 165
www.bfrc.org

Energy Window
Internal Bead PVC-U Casement Window

Eclipse Energy Efficient Window 'A'

Energy Index (kWh/m2/year)
(Energy index certified by BFRC and based
on UK standard window. The actual energy
consumption for a specific application will
depend on the building, the local climate and
the indoor temperature)

The climate zone is:

5

UK
1.4 W/m2.K
0.45 W/m2.K
0. W/m2.K

Thermal Transmittance (Uwindow)
Solar Factor (gwindow)
Effective Air Leakage (L factor)

This information is not a statutory requirement. It is a voluntary label
provided as a customer service to allow consumers to make informed
decisions on the energy performance of competing products.

A A
B
C
D
E
F
G
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Fascias,Soffits and Gutters
Protect your
most valuable
possession -
your home
Climate change, global warming,
greenhouse gasses. Sometimes
these tend to be the most
overused words in our lives
today. Yet despite all the fuss, one
thing is pretty clear... it’s raining
more than it used to.

Ask yourself the simple question:
Can your house cope?
The truth is, your roofline is
open to daily attack throughout
the year... snow, rain, and even
blistering summer sun.
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Cladding

Maintaining your existing
woodwork is not only time
consuming, it cost money to. 
A rotting roofline can really let
your property down. It can also
cause structural damage, cause
woodworm and encourage
vermin (squirrels, birds etc).

So, isn’t it time you considered
replacing your old roofline with
quality, weather resistant, long-
lasting lead free PVCu that needs
neither painting or repairing, no
matter what the weather?

Once the work is done, you never
have to give it a second thought.
Our roofline system does not
warp, crack, flake or peel. Ever.
With Fairview’s huge range you’ll
be surprised how inexpensive it
can be to replace your old
decaying roofline, Just think of the
money you’ll save on maintenance
in the long term! Fairview’s
roofline adds real value to your
home, and creates the ultimate
kerb appeal to your property.

The Fairview cladding range is designed to
enhance your home. Whether you are replacing
existing timber cladding, or creating an exciting
new look, Fairview’s cladding range has the
answer.

Unlike timber cladding Fairview’s range does
not require any maintenance and for extra
warmth Fairview cladding can be installed with
insulation to protect your home from the cold

The Fairview range comes in a variety of styles
and colours to suit your needs, whilst also
perfectly matching your windows or
conservatory system.

Due to variations in the printing process please refer to your
representative’s colour samples before choosing your cladding.

Light Oak Mahogany White
FENSA

Gutter

Fascia

Soffit

Dry Verge
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Customer Satisfaction...
With over 28 years of installing beautiful windows and conservatories
locally, there will be a satisfied customer somewhere near you...

Every week we receive letters from our customers telling us how delighted they have been with their experience of
buying from Fairview. We also get feedback via a simple questionnaire we ask every customer to complete after their
installation. 

These letters and customer surveys keep us in touch with both our product quality and service levels. The
overwhelming conclusion from these sources is that our customers agree we provide exactly what they are looking
for, namely the best price, the best products and the best all round service and support available. 

That’s why such a high percentage of all the business we do is a direct result of existing customers recommending us
to their family and friends. It’s a fact we’re very proud of at Fairview.

Just a note to let you know how
pleased we are with the new
conservatory that your
company has just installed for
us. The installation went very
smoothly and the attention to
detail shown by your crew was
excellent. Please extend our
thanks to Billy and Paul who
installed our conservatory. They
never stopped working and
each day left our premises as
tidy as they could. They were
friendly, easygoing and nothing
was too much trouble so once
again a big thank you to those
guys. We have already had
many comments from friends
and neighbours as to how nice
the conservatory looks and, for
once, we can honestly say we
would recommend Fairview to
anybody interested in having a
conservatory built. 

Mr & Mrs GreenWarrington

Please pass our thanks on tothe fitters who installed thewindow and front door in avery efficient and professionalmanner. Even when a couple ofsmall problems arose they wereunwilling to compromise thework until they found asatisfactory solution. They leftour property very clean andtidy and we continue to bepleased to recommend yourservice to any of our friendswho are considering havingsimilar work done. 
Mr Mowbray Runcorn

Having recently had our new
front door fitted we would like
to say we are delighted with it.
we would also like to say how
impressed we were with the
gentleman who fitted the door.
He was conscientious, pleasant
and polite, something you don’t
often find with people working
in your home in this day and
age.  Thank you.

Mr & Mrs Delaney Sale

Here are just a
few of our
satisfied
customers’
testimonials...

Just a quick note of tha
nks to

show our appreciation 
for the

quick and smooth com
pletion

of the works that you

undertook in the buildi
ng of our

conservatory. I was som
ewhat

nervous at the outset r
egarding

the works ‘dragging ou
t’ but all

of your staff ensured th
at all of

the different aspects to
 the job

were very smooth and

seamless. We are very
 happy

with the finished job an
d the

quality of it all. Of part
icular

mention by way of tha
nks are

Wayne and the brickla
yers

Kenny and Mike who w
orked

very hard and with mu
ch

‘joviality’! I would witho
ut

hesitation recommend

yourselves. 

Mr Conaty Warrington

I would just like to thank you
and your team for an
outstanding job. I have had new
windows and doors, a new
roofline and a new
conservatory. All your fitters
have been punctual, very
courteous and extremely tidy. I
would not hesitate to
recommend your company to
anybody. My house looks totally
different now and I am
thoroughly pleased with the
work.

S Burns Northwich
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You’ve seen the beauty and discovered
the benefits - now taking things further
couldn’t be easier or stress free. Simply
contact us today and arrange for one of
our designers to visit you, or call into
one of our showrooms. 

From there we will be able to answer
any questions or queries you might have
as well as advise you about the best
choice of windows or conservatory for
your home and your lifestyle. 

There’s no obligation and no pressure
selling - merely the opportunity for you
to find out a little more, and if you wish,
to take the first steps towards the joys
of owning your own dream windows 
or conservatory.
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Turning your dreams
into reality...

www.fairviewwindows.co.uk

Fairview
Head Office & Showroom

Old Todd Building, Ditton Road, 
Widnes, Cheshire WA8 0NS
Telephone: 0151 420 3164  

Fax: 0151 495 2139
E-mail: sales@fairviewwindows.co.uk

Warrington Showroom
645 Knutsford Road, Warrington, 

Cheshire WA4 1JQ
Telephone: 01925 234400   

Fax: 01925 230888
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